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The Purpose of this Paper
The debate on adult prostitution is highly polarised and emotional. However, many who engage in
the debate do so from an uninformed position. In the meantime, thousands of women’s lives are
ruined in the prostitution system. As van der Watt [1] confirms, “Their lived experiences of harm are
real and the dangers clear and present. Stigmatisation marginalises this community while our
criminal justice system fails them dismally. Yet, the decriminalisation of prostitution and the further
commodification of our women and children is not the answer.”
South Africa’s context of high unemployment, gender inequality and high levels of men’s violence against
women underscores the urgency of providing both legal and non-legal measures to challenge the
gendered inequalities that put women and girls in the path of harm from the prostitution system. In
addition, South Africa faces a growing problem of human trafficking and organised crime. Government
efforts to fight these crimes will fail if the state fails to address the demand for prostitution and sex
trafficking. As Minister Michael Masutha said when he briefed the media on 26 May 2017: “Our
government has a constitutional responsibility to promote the values of human dignity, the achievement
of equality and the advancement of human rights and freedoms. We are also obligated to observe
several international legal instruments, including the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all
Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 1979 towards the combating and, ultimately, eradication of
violence against women.”
The purpose of this paper is to throw light on the debate. We do so from a human rights feminist
perspective. We highlight the intersectional nature of the system of prostitution and the need to address
it comprehensively. We thank survivors of the sex trade who have enriched this paper by sharing their
lived experience. The Position Paper, drawing from the Kwanele Survivor Manifesto, highlights the links
between prostitution, patriarchy, pornography and sex trafficking. Presently our laws are disjointed and
do not address the problem at its source. The Position Paper explores the complex issues of choice and
agency, within the context of capitalist patriarchy and a severe lack of opportunities as a result of class,
gender and racial inequalities. It argues that within such a context of systemic inequalities, choice and
agency are tenuous concepts on the basis of which to argue for total decriminalisation.
The Paper evaluates the existing legal frameworks for regulating prostitution and highlights the
impact of these laws. It articulates the rationale in calling for the Equality Law, the only
comprehensive policy and legal framework that effectively enables the exclusion of the human body
and of sexuality from the scope of the marketplace. Finally, the Paper presents both a prevention
and exit model, which should constitute part of the law we propose for South Africa.
We hope this opens the debate and allows for an informed engagement, taking into account the
urgency of the matter and the need to address a most pernicious form of men’s violence against
women. As Minister Masutha said, concluding this debate would put South Africa “in line with the
Constitution and with regard to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination
against Women, conventions on trafficking in persons and our international obligations to eradicate
violence against women and to take active steps against the exploitation of persons involved in
prostitution.”
Nozizwe Madlala-Routledge
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OUR POSITION
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WE BELIEVE …
Embrace Dignity believes that the systems of prostitution,1 sex trafficking 2 and pornography are
deeply rooted forms of racial, sexual and economic exploitation and inherently a form of violence
against women and other marginalised people. It is entrenched by poverty, inequality and gender
violence.
Furthermore, we believe that trafficking and prostitution in this current exploitative socio-economic,
cultural and political context is resultant and sustained by the inequalities inherent in the oppressive
system of patriarchy3which governs society today.
In the conditions of deep inequality and poverty which characterise South Africa, it is false to assume
that people bought and sold in the system of prostitution are exercising free choice and agency.
We believe that the systems of prostitution and sex trafficking are among the most severe examples
of the oppressive system of patriarchy, targeting the most vulnerable in society and we do not
accept that there is any choice, agency or safety in the system for women and marginalised people.
In view of the enormous harms inherent in the system of prostitution, we do not accept the system
as a safe working industry; we believe that prostitution cannot be considered as ‘work’ but should
rather be seen as an institutionalised form of sexual oppression, abuse and exploitation.
We believe that the sex industry is based on the principle of supply and demand, with demand being
the main driving force behind the systems of prostitution, sex trafficking and pornography.
We welcome the amendment made in 20074 criminalising the purchase of sexual acts because
criminalising the perpetrator rightfully places the spotlight on the demand for paid sex. Where there
is no demand, there is no supply.
We believe the criminal nature of prostitution means that people who are bought and sold in the
system have no access to protection from the police, results in stigmatisation and serves as a barrier
to accessing healthcare services and renders prostituted persons particularly vulnerable to HIV/AIDS.
We believe that law reform is necessary in South Africa.
We believe provisions to abolish the sex trade relate directly to the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), particularly Goals 4, 5, 8 and 16. For South Africa, the provisions to
eradicate the sex trade relate directly to the SDGs, the African Union’s Agenda 2063, and South
Africa’s NDP and government’s Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) with its 14 Outcomes.

We use the term ‘prostitution’ (rather than sex work) to refer to the commercial sex ‘industry’. The rejection of the latter
term is explained and expanded on in our definition of prostitution.
2 Trafficking for purposes of commercial sexual exploitation.
3Hooks, B. (2004) The Will to Change: Men, Masculinity, and Love, p.19.
4 Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act 32 of 2007
1
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WE ARE COMMITTED TO…
We are committed to standing in solidarity with those who are bought, sold and exploited in the
systems of prostitution and patriarchy.
We want to end the commodification and commercialisation of the bodies of women and other
marginalised individuals.
We are committed to eradicating the prostitution system in South Africa by combating demand for
purchased sex and increasing the accountability of buyers.
In addressing the demand (sex buyers, pimps, brothel owners and other third parties), the initial
point of departure will be aimed at reducing prostitution, with the ultimate goal to ABOLISH5 it and
its causes.

WE SEEK/ADVOCATE
We seek a law enforcement approach that shifts from arresting prostituted persons to holding
buyers accountable and that takes into account the underlying gendered dynamics that shape
women’s choices.
We seek to deter potential buyers and educate the public about the harms of prostitution.
We advocate for the Equality Law as the only viable and comprehensive legal framework to
contribute towards efforts to eliminate gender based violence (GBV), violence against women
(VAW), domestic violence (DV), human trafficking and organised crime, unwanted pregnancies, the
Human Immune Virus (HIV) and other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and to extend the
lifespan of women.
We advocate for a legislative approach that does not criminalise the bought and sold but supports
them through access to government social protection services and provisions for voluntary exit from
prostitution.

For a detailed argument of the abolitionist perspective, see Farley, M. (2015) Slavery and Prostitution: a 21st Century
Abolitionist Perspective. In Bonnie Martin and James F. Brooks (eds.) Linking the Histories of Slavery in North America and
Its Borderlands. Santa Fe: School for Advanced Research Press.
5
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OUR RATIONALE
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1. What is Prostitution6?
Neither the 1957 Sexual Offences Act nor the 2007 Amendment Act specifically defines the terms
prostitute or prostitution.
Section 20(1A) of the Sexual Offences Act reads as follows:
Any person 18 years or older who –
(a) has unlawful carnal intercourse or commits an act of indecency with any other
person for reward, or
(b) in public commits any act of indecency with another person, shall be guilty of an
offence.
Section 11 of the Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act 32 of 2007
reads:
A person ('A') who unlawfully and intentionally engages the services of a person 18 years or
older ('B'), for financial or other reward, favour or compensation to B or to a third person ('C') –
(a) for the purpose of engaging in a sexual act with B, irrespective of whether the sexual act is
committed or not; or
(b) by committing a sexual act with B, is guilty of the offence of engaging the sexual services of a
person 18 years or older.

Embrace Dignity believes that the systems of prostitution (see next section), sex trafficking and
pornography are inextricably linked7. We concur with Melissa Farley and others who argue that
“False distinctions have been erected between online and offline prostitution, child and adult
prostitution, indoor and outdoor prostitution, pornography and prostitution, legal and illegal
prostitution, and prostitution and trafficking.”8
Embrace Dignity defines prostitution as unequivocally exploitative, abusive and inherently driven by
capitalist patriarchy. We do not accept that survivors9 of prostitution are doing ‘sex work’, because
we understand the inherent harms involved in the system preclude it from being work. Furthermore,
we do not accept that such a lack of choice and agency born out of desperation and need to survival
should be normalised or accepted by society. It is our belief that no one who enters and remains in
the prostitution system has the freedom or agency to be considered to have made a legitimate
choice to do so.

A note on terminology: we use the word “prostitution” to refer to the commercial sex industry. We reject the term “sex
work” on the understanding that the inherent harms involved in this exploitative system preclude it from being considered
as work. However, we do not use the noun “prostitute”, as it misleadingly equates who these people are with what is being
done to them (MacKinnon, 2011). Instead, we favour the term “prostituted person/woman”, as it highlights the other
people and social forces acting upon them.
7 MacKinnon, C. (1993) Pornography as Trafficking; MacKinnon, C. (1993) Prostitution and Civil Rights); Farley, M. (2006)
Prostitution, Trafficking, and Cultural Amnesia
8 Farley, Franzblau and Kennedy (2013) Online Prostitution And Trafficking in Albany Law Review [Vol. 77.3])
9 We use the term survivor as opposed to victim, referring to the status of people in prostitutions as survivors or having
survived the exploitation of their position of vulnerability caused by inequality inherent in poverty, patriarchal abuse and
systemic racial exclusion.
6
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We concur with MacKinnon (1993) who raises a pertinent question, “If prostitution is a free choice,
why are the women [or people] with the fewest choices the ones most often found doing it?”
Can prostitution be considered work in the South African context?
●
●

●
●

In South African law there is a principle which prohibits the enforcement of immoral or
illegal contracts and any such contract which is entered into is unenforceable.
The Kylie10 case clearly sets out that in terms of our law, the prohibition of prostitution in the
Criminal Procedure Act means that courts cannot uphold contractual obligations in instances
where the activity is illegal.
As things currently stand, the law is clear that prostitution is not a form of work. To consider
it as such would undermine both law and morality.
In S v Jordan11 (2000: paragraph 74), in their minority judgment, O’Regan and Sachs JJ
observe “The very character of the work they undertake devalues the respect that the
Constitution regards as inherent in the human body”.

We argue that prostitution does not fit the International Labour Organisation (ILO) definition of
decent work.
●

The ILO defines decent labour12 as:
“[Involving] opportunities for work that is productive and delivers a fair income, security in
the workplace and social protection for families, better prospects for personal development
and social integration, freedom for people to express their concerns, organize and
participate in the decisions that affect their lives and equality of opportunity and treatment
for all women and men.”

●

The experiences of women in prostitution meet none of these requirements.

●

The South African Law Reform Commission notes 13:
“Neither the ILO nor the above South African policy documents have promoted legalising
prostitution as a solution to poverty; nor have they identified prostitution as an employment
option for poor or marginalised people. Prostitution does not fit comfortably into the
international definition of ―decent work‖. To the contrary, although prostitution may seem
to provide superficially attractive short-term financial benefits, it has not been shown to lift
women out of a lifetime of poverty and economic inequality.”

●

If ‘sex work’ is work, do the normal rules apply? How do sexual harassment laws and policies
apply? How do they protect women in prostitution? In law you cannot consent to something
which is illegal.

10 Kylie vs Commission for Conciliation Mediation and Arbitration and Others (CA10/08) [2010] ZALAC 8; 2010 (4) SA 383
(LAC); 2010 (10) BCLR 1029 (LAC); (2010) 31 ILJ 1600 (LAC); [2010] 7 BLLR 705 (LAC) (26 May 2010;
http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZALAC/2010/8.html
http://www.saflii.org/za/cases/ZACC/2002/22.html
https://www.ilo.org/global/topics/decent-work/lang--en/index.htm
13 http://www.justice.gov.za/salrc/reports/r-pr107-SXO-AdultProstitution-2017-Sum.pdf
11
12
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1. Basic human rights include the right to safe working conditions and bodily integrity –
neither of which can be guaranteed in prostitution and indeed both of which are
routinely absent. In the workplace there is supposed to be a commitment to gender
equality and prostitution, by its very nature, exploits vulnerabilities of those in
prostitution and perpetuates inequality.

“Profiting from another’s prostitution and paying for sex take place in the broader context of
continuing gender inequality. Prostitution cannot be segregated from the patriarchal continuum of
sexual violence, nor from the historic male privilege of accessing and controlling women’s bodies
(droit du seigneur, rape, marital rape, sexual harassment and incest, as well as prostitution). The
right to safety and physical integrity cannot not be guaranteed to women and girls when men are
permitted to impose sex acts by force, psychological pressure, or financial constraint”.14

2. THE SYSTEMS OF PROSTITUTION, HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND
PORNOGRAPHY
The term prostitution, commonly known as the commercial sex industry, is inadequate from our
perspective to describe an entire landscape. The problem is a systemic one and therefore the
preferred term used is system of prostitution. It is not simply a transaction between a buyer and a
seller but includes an array of distributors and enablers, utilising varying modalities of procurement
and entrapment. That situation leads to this phenomenon of modern-day slavery. The following
model depicts these systems.

http://www.cap-international.org/activity/letter-from-85-ngos-calling-on-ilo-standard-setting-committee-to-refrainfrom-using-language-of-sex-work-or-sex-workers-in-the-ilc-conclusions-on-ending-violence-an/
14
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MODEL OF PROSTITUTION & SEX TRAFFICKING
MARKET
Pimps and Traffickers (procurers,
panderers, brothel owners,
operators, etc.)

ENABLERS:
Legitimate business facilitating
trafficking & Prostitution, including
but not limited to tourism industry,
hotels, taxi drivers, advertisers
(print & electronic), landlords, etc.

DISTRIBUTION
Persons (mainly women and
children) trafficked into or trapped
in, commercial sexual
exploitation/trafficking)

SUPPLY

Customers/Consumers
(End-buyers, “johns”,
etc.)

DEMAND

* Based on Laura Lederer’s 2006 Model ot Sex Trafficking Market. See Lederer (2011): Addressing Demand in REGENT
UNIVERSITY LAW REVIEW [Vol. 23:297

The system of prostitution has become an intense topic of discussion in South African politics due to
the legislation surrounding the matter that is changing. The two strongest views are for either total
decriminalisation or partial decriminalisation. Both will have immense effects on human trafficking;
therefore, the issue of trafficking needs to be at the forefront of every conversation surrounding
prostitution. It is impossible to discuss one without the other.
We cannot ignore the fact that prostitution and human trafficking are linked. Where prostitution is
thriving, so is trafficking, as stated in the UN adopted Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish
Trafficking in Persons. The demand for sexual services fuels both. This means that in order to stop
one must stop the other. Sigma Huda, UN’s Special Rapporteur on Trafficking in Persons, especially
Women and Children from 2004 to 2008, clearly articulated this when she said; “Prostitution as
actually practised in the world usually does satisfy the elements of trafficking.” (Huda 2006.)15
In fact, the same conditions that define human trafficking are present in prostitution. This is reiterated
by Professor Catharine MacKinnon who points out that, “The Palermo Protocol definition, which is
sweeping the world, includes being sexually exploited through force, fraud, or coercion for commercial
sex, all of which indeed occurs in the sex industry”. In addition, says MacKinnon, “trafficking is
transportation, transfer, harbouring, or receipt of a human being for purposes of sexual exploitation: it
is straight-up pimping”, an apt description, we argue, for prostitution as well. (2011, p.299).

Huda, S. 2006. "Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights aspects of the victims of trafficking in persons,
especially women and children, Sigma Huda" for the United Nations Commission on Human Rights.
15
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3. AGENCY & CHOICE
Some prostituted persons are trafficked or sold into the sex industry and even those who do not
experience these tragic circumstances are victims16 of a society in which people can be easily bought
and sold.
Taking into account that the majority of people who find themselves in the system of prostitution
are poor, marginalised people of colour, particularly women, it becomes clear that their positionality
is as individuals whose ‘choices’ are products of a lack of agency. It follows that prostitution is, in
fact, an industry riddled with a lack of power and choice on the one hand, and exploitation and an
exercise of power on the other. In an effort to assist the overwhelming majority who are exploited
and harmed by prostitution, we need to limit the right of the possible minority who express that
they are making an informed and rational choice to engage in prostitution. This is not irrational, but
rather a recognition of unequal power and responsibility and in line with the majority-based
democracy underpinned by South Africa’s constitutional values of dignity, equality and freedom.
The NGO, Prostitution Research & Education in San Francisco has conducted authoritative studies, in
collaboration with colleagues, research groups and NGOs worldwide, including Embrace Dignity,
based largely on the testimony of prostituted people. This research has shown that “women in
prostitution are observed to be prostituted through choices precluded, options restricted, possibilities
denied… Prostitution here is observed to be a product of lack of choice, the resort of those with the
fewest choices, or none at all when all else fails. The coercion behind it, physical and otherwise,
produces an economic sector of sexual abuse, the lion’s share of the profits of which goes to others.
In these transactions, the money coerces the sex rather than guaranteeing consent to it, making
prostitution a practice of serial rape. In this analysis, there is, and can be, nothing equal about it…
People in prostitution, in this view, are wrongly saddled with a stigma that properly belongs to their
exploiters.”17

4. PATRIARCHY
Sylvia Walby defines patriarchy as "a system of social structures and practices in which men
dominate, oppress, and exploit women." (Walby 1986:51).18 She argues that “institutionalised
subordination of and exploitation of women by men” is central to an analysis of patriarchy. 19
Iris Marion Young and Heidi Hartmann, drawing on Interactive systems theory, argue that,
“patriarchy as a social and historical structure must be drawn upon if we are to understand the
development of western capitalist societies and the predicament of women within them.” Marxist
feminists, including Hartmann, as well as Young, use the terms patriarchal capitalism or capitalist
patriarchy to describe the interactive relationship of capitalism and patriarchy in producing and
We use the term victim to highlight the exploitation of the position of vulnerability, whether caused by poverty,
inequality or childhood neglect or abuse.
17 MacKinnon, C. (2011) Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality
18 Walby, Sylvia (1986). Patriarchy at work: patriarchal and capitalist relations in employment. Minneapolis, Minnesota:
University of Minnesota Press.
19 Gordon, April A. (1996). Transforming capitalism and patriarchy: gender and development in Africa. Lynne Reiner. p. 18.
ISBN 978-1-55587-629-6.
16
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reproducing the oppression of women. According to Hartmann the term patriarchy redirects the
focus of oppression from the labour division to a moral and political responsibility pertaining directly
to men as a gender.20
When referring to the system of capitalist patriarchy, we speak of the interlocking systems of
oppression and hierarchies that define the power relations born out of this system.
Embrace Dignity believes that the act of prostitution is not a mutual and equal sex act, as it puts the
woman in a subordinate position, reducing her to a mere instrument of sexual pleasure for the
client. Prostitution is a form of male dominance over women rooted in and reinforced by the system
of capitalist patriarchy. While women have been the chief casualty of this system, we acknowledge
that patriarchy is an injustice that is harmful to both men and women 21.
Moreover, capitalist patriarchy operates in such a way that its intersectional oppressions work to
oppress in a number of ways at the same time. A poor person is oppressed and limited in choice
because of economic inequality. However, a poor woman is oppressed, for instance, because of her
economic standing in society, as well as her inability to live and protect herself from the violence and
limitations typical of her pre-determined role as a mother and wife.

5. RACE, CLASS & HUMAN RIGHTS
The systems of prostitution, sex trafficking and pornography are a deeply rooted form of sexual
exploitation that feeds off poverty, inequality and entrenched social constructs. We regard it as
violence against women and a violation of human rights, as it treats women as sexual objects and
perpetuates inequality. Categorising this extreme and damaging form of exploitation as ‘work’
legitimises and disguises its inherent harm.
Huda (2006), in her report for the United Nations Commission on Human Rights, also adopts this
approach, “The demand for commercial sex is often further grounded in social power disparities of
race, nationality, caste and colour.” (Op.cit.)
Racism shapes women's entry into prostitution, both because it makes women more vulnerable to
prostitution and because clients demand racialised women in prostitution. Racism in education,
economic and political systems affect the choices of women of colour. Additionally, racist
sexualisation, through pornography in particular, of Black and Asian women as over-sexed and
submissive or otherwise available for prostitution contributes to the demand for specifically
racialised women. Massage parlours, strip clubs and other prostitution businesses are often located
in poor and racialised neighbourhoods, encouraging clients to trawl those neighbourhoods for
women, making all women in those neighbourhoods vulnerable to prostitution-related harassment
and women in those neighbourhoods more likely to accept their use in prostitution as normal. 22

Hartmann, H. (2010) The Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism: Towards a More Progressive Union. In: Sitton J.F.
(ed) Marx Today. Palgrave Macmillan, New York, pp. 201-228
21 David A. J. Richards (2014-02-05). Resisting Injustice and the Feminist Ethics of Care in the Age of Obama: "Suddenly, ...
All the Truth Was Coming Out". Routledge Research in American Politics and Governance. p. 143
22 Nelson (Carter), 1993, Prostitution: Where Racism and Sexism Intersect.
20
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Indigenous women around the world are particularly targeted for prostitution. In Canada, New
Zealand, Mexico and Taiwan, studies have shown that indigenous women are at the bottom of the
race and class hierarchy of prostitution, often subjected to the worst conditions, most violent
demands and sold at the lowest price. 23
It is common for indigenous women to be over-represented in prostitution when compared with
their total population. This is as a result of the combined forces of colonialism, physical displacement
from ancestral lands, destruction of indigenous social and cultural order, misogyny,
globalisation/neoliberalism, race discrimination and extremely high levels of violence perpetrated
against them (ibid).
The Aboriginal Women's Action Network (AWAN) in Canada has specifically noted that because the
prostitution of Aboriginal women results from and reinforces such extreme hatred of Aboriginal
women, no regime of legalisation (which will expand the industry and entrap more women) can be
safer for Aboriginal women. Prostitution can only further harm Aboriginal women. 24

6. VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN
The sex industry is unequivocally dangerous. Women in the industry experience different degrees of
abuse, coercion and violence but all of them are physically and psychologically harmed in the
process. Prostituted people are usually victims of broken families, socio-economic deprivation and
childhood abuse (often of a sexual nature), which effectively “grooms” them for the industry.

23
24

Lynne, 1998, Colonialism and the Sexual Exploitation of Canada’s First Nations Women.
AWAN, 2007, Aboriginal Women's Action Network Statement on Prostitution. Aboriginal Women's Action Network.
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CYCLE OF ENSLAVEMENT
WOMAN/GIRL
ENTERS
PROSTITUTION
She is either sold,
lured or manipulated
CYCLE CONTINUES

Without intervention
children will likely go on
to work in a similar
industry; more women
and girls will be rendered
vulnerable to the system

DEBT AND
MANIPULATION
Virtually impossible
for her to earn
enough money to
get out of the sex
trade. sees no way
out; low self-esteem;

NOW TRAPPED IN
BONDAGE &
ENSLAVEMENT
Trapped, isolated,
rejected by family
and community, and

EXPERIENCES
VARIOUS FORMS
OF ABUSE
Suffers
psychological
and physical

RAISES CHILDREN ON
HER OWN
Her children are also
culturally
unaccepted and

GETS PREGNANT
Unwanted
pregnancies,
multiple and
often unsafe
abortions, STI's
“Violence against women is a manifestation of historically unequal power relations between men
and women, which have led to domination over and discrimination against women by men and to
the prevention of the full advancement of women, and that violence against women is one of the
crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced into a subordinate position compared with
men.”25

The purchase of a sexual service is a gender-specific crime. Therefore, prostitution is seen to be a
form of male sexualised violence against women and girls, especially targeting those who are
economically, racially or ethnically marginalised. Hence, measures to discourage the demand and to
hold prostitution users accountable for their actions are at the heart of any successful
implementation of an equality approach. 26
The vast majority of prostituted persons are victims of many forms of violence while in prostitution
(physical, verbal, sexual, psychological). The repetition of sexual acts without physical desire, but
experienced as the consequence of financial need, inequality or as an exploitation of vulnerability,
constitutes sexual violence in and of itself. It is a part of a long patriarchal tradition of availing
women’s bodies for men’s benefit. Prostitution exploits multiple forms of inequality: men’s
domination over women, rich over poor, North over South, majority groups over minorities. By
placing the human body and sex in the realm of the marketplace, the system of prostitution

United Nations Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women (1993).
26 G Ekberg & K Werkman “Research Report: Swedish Laws, Policies and Interventions on Prostitution and Trafficking in
Human Beings: A Comprehensive Overview” (2017) 1-46, 32.
25
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reinforces the objectification of all women and their bodies. It is a direct violation of the physical and
moral integrity of prostituted persons.
Prostitution reinforces the domination of men over women, in particular the attitude that women’s
bodies are available and accessible, which is present in other forms of violence against women such
as rape, sexual harassment and intimate-partner violence.

17
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7. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
RSA CURRENT LEGISLATION
In South Africa, prostitution was criminalised in 1988 when Parliament amended the Immorality Act
and renamed it the Sexual Offences Act.27
Before 1998, “while it was considered necessary to prohibit certain aspects and manifestations of
prostitution in the public interest it was deemed neither necessary nor appropriate to prohibit the
occupation of the prostitute. Accordingly, engaging in sexual intercourse in order to receive a
material or pecuniary reward was not prohibited by penal sanction.” 28
While neither the common nor statutory law criminalised prostitution, various related activities
associated with the system of prostitution were criminalised, including soliciting, living off the
earnings of prostitution and keeping a brothel. 29
Currently South Africa follows a regime of total criminalisation. The Sexual Offences Act30 and the
Sexual Offences Amendment Act. 31 deems prostitution and all prostitution related activities as
criminal offenses. This includes the keeping of brothels, the procurement of persons as prostitutes,
soliciting by prostitutes, and living off the earnings of prostitution. The conduct of all persons
involved in prostitution (the prostitute, users of prostituted services and third parties such as brothel
owners and pimps) are also criminalised. 32 "Section 20 paragraph 1) letter (a) of the SOA provides
that any person who engages in sexual intercourse or commits an indecent act with any other person
in exchange of a material compensation, is guilty of the criminal offense of prostitution. The South
African Act includes in the notion of prostitution the abnormal sexual activities paid for by the
customer. The modification of the legal act mentioned above in the year 2007 provided for the
punishment by fine of the prostitutes’ customers as well (item 11 of the Amendment concerning the
Offences – 2007)".33
RSA & INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS
South Africa has ratified some significant United Nations conventions and other regional instruments
which relate to prostitution. When a country ratifies a convention, it engages in an international act
whereby it indicates its consent to be legally bound by that convention.
●

United Nations Convention on the Suppression of the Traffic in Persons and of the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others (1949).
The Convention was approved by General Assembly of the United Nations in resolution
317(IV) of 2 December 1949. It entered into force on 25 July 1951, in accordance with article

Sexual Offences Act 23 of 1957.
J Burchel and J Milton Principles of Criminal Law 2 ed (1997) 629 and 630.
29 S Pudifin and S Bosch “Demographic and Social Factors influencing Public Opinion on Prostitution: an
Exploratory Study in Kwazulu-Natal Province South Africa” (2012) PER 6.
30 Sexual Offences Act 23 of 1957
31 Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act 32 of 2007.
32 SALRC Report Project 107 Sexual Offences Adult Prostitution (June 2015) at 87.
33 South African Law Reform Commission, Project 107, Discussion paper on sexual offences and adult
prostitution, Discussion Paper 0001/2009, 30 June 2009, pe adresa
http://www.pmg.org.za/files/docs/090507salrc-adultprost.pdf
27
28
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24. South Africa ratified the convention on 10 October 1951. In its preamble, the convention
stipulates that “prostitution and the accompanying evil of the traffic in persons for the
purpose of prostitution are incompatible with the dignity and worth of the human person
and endanger the welfare of the individual, the family and the community”.
●

The Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW)
adopted in 1979 by the United Nations General Assembly.
This convention has been described as an international bill of rights for women. It was
instituted on 3 September 1981 and has been ratified by 189 states.
South Africa ratified the convention on 15 December 1995.
In Article 6 thereof, the convention stipulates that state parties shall take all appropriate
measures, including legislation, to suppress all forms of traffic in women and exploitation of
prostitution of women.

●

United Nations Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially
Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime (2000) (the Palermo Protocol).
South Africa is a state party to this protocol which declares in its preamble that state parties
thereto agree to ensure that “effective action to prevent and combat trafficking in persons,
especially women and children, requires a comprehensive international approach in the
countries of origin, transit and destination that includes measures to prevent such
trafficking, to punish the traffickers and to protect the victims of such trafficking, including
by protecting their internationally recognized human rights”.
Therefore, prostitution generally is considered a form of trafficking by the United Nations as
recognised by the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Trafficking.

●

United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
At least half of the 17 goals support the elimination of the sex trade.

●

The African Union’s Agenda 2063 with its seven associated Aspirations.
Six of these seven Aspirations are relevant to ending the sex trade.

●

African Union Migration Policy Framework for Africa (AU migration policy).
This policy framework urges and recommends all members states, “to condemn in very
strong terms sexual tourism and prostitution in receiving States in order to discourage
trafficking in women and children as well as paedophiles in source States.”

●

SADC’s objectives are in line with the ending of prostitution

●

The SADC baseline report recognises that prostitution should be discouraged as it
contributes to the trafficking of women and girls in Africa.

●

10.3 Article 6(2) of the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development commits member states
to eliminating “practices which are detrimental to the achievement of the rights of women by
prohibiting such practices and attaching a deterrent sanction thereto.”
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RECENT RSA POLICY DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT
• South African Bill of Rights entrenches human dignity, gender equality and women’s
emancipation.
• South Africa’s National Develop Plan (NDP) and government’s implementation plan, the
Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), 11 of 14 Outcomes directly related to ending
the sex trade.
• High Level Panel on the Assessment of Key Legislation and the Acceleration of fundamental
Change.
• National Council of Provinces Resolution on the Final Report of the Select Committee on
Petitions and Executive Undertakings on the Hearing of the Embrace Dignity Petition as
adopted on 30 May 2018.
• National Council of Provinces Resolution on the Report of the Select Committee on Petitions
and Executive Undertakings, on the Study Tour undertaken to Sweden, Stockholm from 2 – 6
October 2017.
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8. LEGISLATIVE OPTIONS
The current legislative options that exist are the following:
A. Total criminalisation penalises prostitution and all acts relating to prostitution. Examples of this
model are rare. The laws against prostitution in the state of Idaho in the United States of
America are an example. It may happen in a model of total criminalisation that the sanctions
towards the prostituted and solicitor is stricter than those towards the other role players, as is
the case in the state of Colorado in the United States of America. The current legal regime in
South Africa is also an example of this.
B. Non-criminalisation refers to the model of removing laws that criminalise adult prostitution and
related activities. Under the non-criminalisation model, the supervision of prostituted persons,
other role players and business establishments typically takes place through general legislation
on labour, occupational, health and safety and human rights. Generally non-criminalisation does
not mean the removal of criminal sanctions against abuse, trafficking or forced or under age
prostitution
C. Regulation refers to the removal of general criminal sanctions against prostitution in
combination with measures aimed at state regulation and control of the industry. See, for
example, the position in Nevada, USA, and the Netherlands. The control measures in a regulated
system are based on the prevailing social norms and conditions of the particular jurisdiction.
These measures will typically prescribe health checks, registration of prostitutes, licensing of
brothels and sometimes the zoning of certain areas in which prostitution is allowed.
D. Partial decriminalization (‘abolition’) – Seeks to place the onus for sex trafficking on the male
demand for instant and purchasable sexual gratification and to fulfil the duty of the state to end
sex trafficking and exploitation.
There are different types of partial criminalisation. In one, activities related to prostitution such as
soliciting, brothel-keeping and living off the earnings of prostitution are prohibited, while
prostituted persons themselves are free from criminal sanction. The UK is an example of this
partial criminalisation model. Another version criminalises persons who solicit or facilitate
the performance of sexual services of prostituted persons i.e. the client or pimp, but not the
prostituted persons. In addition, social services and exit programmes are provided for in the
law. Sweden is an example of this.34This model is located within the policy of eliminating
men’s violence against women and girls.

34

SALRC Discussion Paper 0001/2009, Project 107: Sexual Offences/Adult Prostitution (2009)
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9. EMBRACE DIGNITY ADVOCATES …
Society’s values do change over time. Certain things that used to be considered acceptable are now
considered unacceptable, and vice versa. Therefore, the aim is not to criminalise people, but to
change behaviour. Criminal legislation has the primary purpose of highlighting what we as a society
consider to be unacceptable. The equality-model decriminalises all those who are prostituted and
provides support services to assist them with exiting (if they so choose) and makes buying people for
sex a criminal offence, in order to reduce the demand.
PROPOSED EQUALITY LAW
We need to ensure that the law, in so far as it is able, addresses the concrete social, cultural and
economic conditions that perpetuate women’s inequality in our society35. Thus, the broader South
African context of systemic gender discrimination and the underlying relations of inequality that is
deeply entrenched in past patterns of disadvantage must be acknowledged. The Equality Model law
is the only promising legal framework to contribute towards efforts to eliminate Human Immune
Virus (HIV), gender-based violence (GBV), violence against women (VAW), domestic violence (DV),
unwanted pregnancies, sexually transmitted infections (STIs), human trafficking and to extend the
lifespan of women.
THE EQUALITY MODEL
The Equality Model (sometimes known as the Nordic Model, Sex Buyer Law, or the Swedish,
Abolitionist, or Equality Model) is an approach to prostitution that criminalises the buyer while
decriminalising the prostituted person, makes provision for support services and exit strategies and
includes a comprehensive policy response to end the systems of prostitution and sex trafficking. It
has four major aspects:

1
Decriminalisation
of those who are
prostituted

3
Support and exit
services

2
Buying sex
remains a
criminal offence

4
A comprehensive
policy response

In addressing the demand (sex buyers, pimps, brothel owners and other third parties), the initial
point of departure will be aimed at reducing prostitution, with the ultimate goal to abolish it and its

35

E Bonthuys & C Albertyn “Introduction” in E Bonthuys & C Albertyn Gender, Law and Justice (2007) 5.
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causes. Such a framework will be one component of a series of preventative laws and measures
aimed at protecting vulnerable women and girls against serious acts of sexual violence. As such, it
forms part of the larger, ongoing struggle to eliminate all forms of discrimination against women and
girls. In order to ensure a national, unified and structured approach to crime prevention,
government should integrate a gender equality perspective in all crime prevention actions and must
ensure that gender equality analyses be a part of such actions.
This position views and understands the system of prostitution to be men’s violence against women.
This approach does not stem from a judgemental lens but rather from a human rights
perspective/understanding that acknowledges the constrained circumstances in which many women
and girls find themselves on a daily basis. Structural inequality and the need for survival often leads
to the sale of their bodies and their resultant exploitation.
This failure to protect women and girls leads to the inaccessibility of certain human rights as
enshrined in the Constitution, most notably sections 9, 10, 12, 26, 27, 28 & 29. These human rights
violations are serious barriers to the participation of women and girls in society, to women and girls’
citizenship, and to the full advancement of women and girls in a democratic and non-discriminatory
society. Moreover, the equality model will assist to function as a barrier against the establishment of
traffickers and pimps in South Africa and to deter the establishment of organized crime networks
and groups.
The Abolitionist Position thus emphasises the central role of men in prostitution, as procurers, as
traffickers, and as prostitution users.
One can reach the overall conclusion that the system of prostitution is incompatible with gender
equality, with our political ambitions to create a gender equal society in South Africa and with our
international obligations to end violence against women.
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SECTION FOUR

SUPPORT & EXIT
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10.

ED SUPPORT FOR SURVIVORS

11.

EXIT MODEL

PATHWAY TO FREEDOM

SHE APPROACHES OR IS
INVITED TO EMBRACE DIGNITY
/VHENEKA/KWANELE EXIT
PROGRAMME

SHE MOVES ON FROM
THE PROJECT AND
GAINS NEW
EMPLOYMENT

THE CYCLE IS BROKEN

HER KIDS ARE SAFE

She is making strides
towards restoration and
long-term freedom

Her kids grow up with a
different dream for the
future
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